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Research on Teacher Thinking
I

Christopher M. Clark ancl Robert J. Yinger2

A relatively new approach to the study of teaching assumes that what

teachers do is affelted by what they think. This cognitive information-

processing approach concerns teacher judgment, decision making, and plan-

ning. The study of the thinking processes of teachers- -how teachers gather,

organize, interpret, and evaluate information - -is expected to lead to an

understanding of the uniquely human processes that guide and determine

teacher behavior.

This view of teaching developed as a logical outgrowth of approaches

to researCh on teaching emphasizing teacher behavior. The teacher behav-

ior approach 6-3 contributed a great deal to- our knowledge of what teachers

and students do in classrooms and ho this behavior relates to student

learning and attitudes (see Rosenshine, 1971;Dunkin & Biddle, 1974;

Medley, in press). But if the results of such .research are to be applied

teachers in their classrooms,_ adaptations will have to be

made., Each class consists of a unique combination of personalities, con-
-.

aints, and opportunities. Teacher behavior that is sensible and

effective in one setting-may be inappropriate in a second setting, and

it is the individual teacher who makes decisions about appropriateness and

1-This paper is scheduled to appear in Curriculum In addition,.

itwill be published in 1979 in Conce tions of Teachin , edited by P.L.

Peterson and R.J. Wolberg and part of a series on Contemporary Education

published by the National-Society for the Study of Education.

2-Christopher M. Clark, coordinator of a study on teacher planning,

is-a-researcher at the Institute for Research on Teaching and an assistant

professor of educational psychology. Robert J. Yinger is also an YRT researcher

and co-investigator-with Clark in the teacher planning study.



defines the teaching situation. Therefore research is to be put into

practice--if general case is to be applied n particular situations-- then

we must know more= about how teachers exercise judgment, make decisions,

define appropriateness, and express their thoughts in their actions.

Several metaphors have been used to describe the teacher in this

view of teaching. The teacher has-been called a clinical information

processor (Shulman & Elstein, 1975, Shulman, 1975), a decision maker

(Sha elson 1973; Clark & Joyce. Note 1), a planner Yinger, Note 2),,a

diagnostician (Vinsonhaler, Wagner Elstein, Note 3), and a problem

solver (Joyce & Harooiunian, 1964). Yet, whatever metaphor is used,

mental processes that underlie behavior are always the focus of study.

Research via-this approach often depends upon teachers' selfreports of

their thought processes (see for example,, Clark & Peterson, Note 4;- Mori e &

Vallance, Note 5; Yinger, Note 2; Eu -is, Chittenden, & Amarel, 1976).-

Thebe self-reports have been obtained by a variety' of methods-ranging from

questionnaires and interviews to thinking aloud" procedures in which a

teacher speaks into a tape recorder while planning and "stimulated re-

call" techniques (Bloom, 1954; Kagan, Krathwohl,-Goldberg, & Campbell,

1967) in which'a teacher views a videotape of his or her awn teaching

and attempts to report on the decision's and judgments made while teaching.

In addition to teachers' self-reports of various kinds, techniques

0.0

for describing teacher judgment and decision making have been borrowed

from the psychological laboratory, especially policy-capturing tech-

niques using the lens mode' of Egon Brunswick (Hammond, 1971; Rappo-

port & Smmers, 1973). Attempts- have even been made to write computer



programs that are modeled on dhe decision-making behavior of expert

reading diagnosticians (Bader, Vinsonhaler, Gardner, Wagner, Shulman,

Elstein, & Weinshank, Note )

What have we learned about the mental lives of teachers? To date,

research in this area has been directed at four topics: teacher plan-

ning, teaser judgment, teacher interactive decision making, and teachers'

implicit theories or perspectives. Each of these areas will be reviewed

n turn.

planniAg.

Until recently, the literature on planning in education has been

mainly prescriptive. Many volumes have been written recommending specific

principles for curriculum planning Anderson, 1956; Caswell. &

Cambell, 1935; Gwynn, 1943; Krug, 1950; Saylor & Alexander, 1974), and

most recent methods textbooks include at least one chapter on teacher

planning. Most of the work in curriculum planning to date has focused

on a model of curriculum planning first proposed by Tyler (1950)- nd

later elaborated by Taba (1962) and Popham and Baker (1970). This

model recommends four essential steps for effective planning:

1. Specify objectives,
2. '`Sel=ect learning activities,
3. Organize learning activities,

4. Specify evaluation procedures.

This model is basically a rational-means-ends model in which a planner's

first task is deciding what is to be accomplished, and then selecting the

appropriate learning activities to accomplish it. Curriculum planning is

characterized as a task that requires orderly and careful thinking, and

this model is proposed as a rational and scientific method for accomplish-

ing such a task (Tabs,: 1962).
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The only departure from this rational model of teacher planning that

has been advocated is the "integrated ends-4means model" (Zahorik, 1975)

suggested by MacDonald (MacDonald, 1965; MacDonald Wolfson, & Zaret, 1973)

and Eisner (1967). They propose that teachers do not begin their planning

by thinking about objectives and then proceeding to decisions about activities,

evaluation, and so forth; rather, teachers first focus on the type of learn-

ing activity that will be provided for the students. They argue that objec-

tives arise and exist only in the context of an activity, as a result of

students choosing- their own learning experiences and-pursuing their own

objectives. Thus, in this model, ends for learning become integrated with

means for learning, and the specification of goals prior to an activity

becomes meaningless.

Though some researchers have long pointed out the importance of looking

eacher behavior in the preact ve setting (Jackson, 1965), relatively

few studies have ventured into this domain. Empirical studies of teacher

planning have-only been conducted since 1970, and to date, the published

studies can still be counted on one hand.

The first empirical study of classroom planning was done by Zaharik

s

i(1970), who examined the effect o structured planning on teacher classroom

behavior. He provided six of his sample of 12 teachers with a partial lesson
4

plan containing behavioral objectives and a detailed outline of content to

be covered two weeks hence. He requested the remaining six teachers to

reserve an hour-of instructional tune to carry out a task for the researchers,

not telling them that they were going to be asked to teach a lesson on credit

cards until just before the appointed time. Zahorik analyzed_ recorded proto-

cols of the 12 lessons focusing on "teacher behavior that is sensitive to

students" (p. -144). He defined this behavior as "verbal acts of the teacher



that permit, encourage, and develop pup

5

ideas, thoughts, and actions"

(p. 144). Upon examining the protocols of the and non-planners,

Zahorik noted that teachers who planned exhibited less honest o'e r authentic

use of the pupil's ideas during the le_ He concluded from this that

the typical planning rim del goals, activities and their organization,

and evaluation - results in insensitivity to pupils on the part of the

teacher.

Taylor (1970) conducted a study of teacher planning in British secon-

dary schools directed toward exam!.ning how teachers planned syllabi for

courses (though this seems to be more a study of-curriculum planning than of

individual teacher planning By means of group discussion with teachers,

analyses of course syllabi; and the administration of a questionnaire to 261

teachers of English, science, and geography, Taylor came to the following

general conclus s. The most common theme found across all of the data

collection modes was the prominence of the pupil; especially his/hei needs,

abilities, And interests, followed. by the subject matter, aims (goals), and

teaching methods, in order of importance. In planning for cour of study,

evaluation was not very important, nor was the relation between one' s own

course and the curriculum as a whole. Taylor concluded that most course plan.

ning was unsys atic and "only general" in nature And that most teadhers

appeared far from certain about what the planning process requires. From

the study of syllabi, Taylor found large variation in style, size, and con-

tent and -concluded:that

syllabus plays.

little consistency in the role that the

Through teacher ratings of the importance of various issues in curriculum

planning and a factor analysiS of their responses, Taylor identified four

p ary factors.of interest to his sample of teachers. -The results generally



indicated that, when planning, tie teachers tended to consider, in order

importance: Wfactors associated with the teaching context (e.g.,

materials and resources), ) pupil interest, 3) aims and purposes of

teaching, and 4) evaluation considerations. Rather than beginning with

purposes and objectives and moving to a description of learning expe

ences necessary to achieve-the objectives (as the rational planning theor-

ists propose), Taylor found that these teachers began with the context of

teaching, next considered learning situations likely to interest and in-
:

Valve their pupils, and only after this consickered the purposes their

teaching would serve. Also, contrary to the theorists' ideas, criteria

andlprodedures for evaluating the-effectiveness.of tie teacher' course

of teaching was an issue of only minor importance. These findings led

Taylor to conclude that curricula planning should- begin with th

tent to be taught and accompanying important contextual considerations

(e.g., tie, sequencing, resources), followed by considerations of pupil

interests and attitudes, aims and purposes cf the course, learning situa-

tions to be created, the philosophy of the course, the crite ia for judg-

ing the course, the degree of pupil interest fostered by the course,-amA

finally, evaluation of the course.

Zahorik (1975) continued this line of inquiry by examining the use of

behavioral objectives and the "separate ends-means" model of planning as

well as the use of the "integrated ends-means" model proposed by MacDonald

(1965) and Eisner (1967). He asked 194 teachers to list in writing the

decisions that they make prior to teaching and the order in which they make

them. He classified these,decisions into the following categories: objec-

tives, content, activities, materials, diagnosis, evaluation, instruction,

- and organization. He found that the greatest number of decisions=-. concerned
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pupil activities (indicated by 81% of the teachers). The decision most

frequently made first was content (51%), fallowed at a distint second by

:behavioral objectives,(28 %).

Zahorik concluded from this study_tifiat teacher planning decisions do

not always follow logically from 2speciffcation of objectives and tha

in fact, objectives are not a particularly important planning decision in

terms of how often they are used. He also argued hat the *integrated ends-

means model d9es not 'appear- to be a functioning rea y because of the

relatively few teachers (onl.y 3%) who began their planning by making decisions

about activities.

Only recently has research on teacher planning begun to focus on de-

scribing teacher decision making in actual prin.i __, situations. ?eterson,

Marx, and Clark (in preSs) examined planning in a laboratory situation as

12 teachers prepared to teach a new instructional unit to groups of junior

high school students with whom they had had no previous contact. These

units were taught to three different groups, of eight students on three

different days.. During theirrFlanning periods, teachers were instructed

to "think aloud," and their verbal statements were later coded into planning

categories such as objectives, materials, subject matter, and process.

following results were obtained from this study: (1) -teachers spent the

largest proportion of. their planning time dealing with the content (subject

matter) to be taught, (2) after subject matter, teachers concentrated their

planning efforts on instructional processes (strategies and activitie's),

and (3) the smallest proportion of their planning time was spent on objec-

tives.. TheSe findings were consistent with those of Zahorik (1975) and



Goodlad, Klein, & Associates (1970) and others. The third finding was also

similar to results reported by Joyce and Harootunian (1964) and by Popham

and Baker (1970).

Since the Peterson et al. study was conducted in a laboratory situation,

with students and materials thdt the teachers were dealing with for the first

time, the results of their study may or may not be generalizable to an actual

classroom situation. However, a study br Morine (Note 7) in a semi - con trolled

classroom setting, found results consistent with thoseaof Peterson et a
/

Morine collected written glans for two experimenter -prescribed lessons (one

in mathematics and one in reading) taught by the teachers in their own class-

rooms to a subset of her students-t Teacher plans were analyzed according

to (1) specificity, (2) ge ral format, (3) statement of goals, (4) source

goal statements, .(0) attention to pupil background anci preparation, (6) 1-

-'4.-

dentification of evaluation proceduies, and (7) indicatiorr of possible alter-

native procedures. Morine found that teachers tended to be fairly specific

and use,an outline form in theiz plans, yet paid little attention to be-
.

havioral goals, diagnosis of student needs, evaluation procedures, aria alter-

native courses of action.

In a simulated setting, Morine had teachers plan a reading program for

14 new students The task was designed to identify the kind of information

-,teachers -consider important for planning a reading program: foi a school

year. Information was available from cumulative records for each student,

and t'e resulting plans were analyzed according to the types of information

about pUpils that teachers requested, grouping procedure .twed, and the

differential use f- materials and support services. Morine foUnd that, as

a group, the teachers tended to ask for the -same kinds of informatiOn, were
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fairly accurate in identifying the pupils' reading levels, and differed

little in grouping Practices and use of support services

Yinger (Note 2) studied teacher planning by means of a detailed case

study of the processes involved in one elementary (first second grade)

teacher's planning decisions during a five-month period of instruction. The

study was designed to address a need for descriptions and theoretical models

of planning proceses and to examine the usefulness of certain decision-

modeling methods. for describing coMplex decisions as they occur in field

settings. To accomplish this, Yinger used the perspectives and methodologies

of both ethnography And information-processing psychology;

The-study. involved= two phasesof data collection. In the first 12 weekS,

approximately 40 full days were spentobservine and recording the teacher's

,activities in both the preactive and, interactive phases of. teaching, Also

during thiS phase; the teacher's planning- decisions were recorded as she

-"thoUght aloud" during her-planning eessions. During the second phase of

the data collection, the teacher planning was investigated through obser-

vations of .her - behavior in the Teacher Plianning Shell (a simulation task

]

AeveloPed'for this study, see Yinger, note 2-for details), and in three

judgment tasks examining her perceptions of students and instructional

activities. Additional classroom observations and interviews were also con-,

deCted,during tats phase.,

Two-central aspects of the teacher's planning and instruction that

emerged in :finger's study were: planning-for instructional activities. and
.

the use of teaching routines. Activities were described as the basic strut

eiral'unitS of planning and Action-in the ClasS oom. They were self-contained,

organizational units-functioning as "controlled behavior settings" that

1
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:---shaped and molded by She teacher to chnform to her perceptions and purposes.

Severvfeattres of instructional actiVitiesNere identified and presented as

iMportatt considerations in platningldecisions.

otetton ucture and sequence, duration,
/

The features included:

participants, acceptable student

content and materials.
behavior instructional moves or routines, and

TeaChing-routines emerged as another distinctive feature of the teacher
0

planning technology. - Much of the planning behavior could be portrayed as,

the selection
o

experie ce.

organization, and Sequencing of routines dev loped as a result.-

Four types of teaching routines were describe activity

tines, -instructional routines, managemEnt routines, and exe

routines. Functionally, .routinesitwere
characterized as methods used to re-

.

ve planning

duce the complexity-and increase the predictability of cldssroosinctivities,

thus.increasing flexibility and effect

Ying

ructural m del-of preactive planning, deadribiti_pranning-at five levels:

A
_

--I) yearly, 2) term, 3) unit 4) weekly', -and 5)-641y. Af each level of

veness.

developed two models of planning in his st.iidy.. first was a

info*- iiation sources 'used

the 'teacher's behavior

eriwiused for udgii

fYitg different

further-study.

described in terns of planning goals,

planning-, the form that the plan-tbok And the

0

planning effectiveness. This Model was used fo

_pes of planning and for proposing strategic researclii-k.

'

econd model of planning generated-in this study wad a. theoretical

model of teacher planning. In addition to data collected in this study,-

the piocess model was based on' the finding other teacher .planning studies

arid on` studies of 'pianhing in chess, musicaltompositien, art, and'architec--

aural desig. Planning decisipna were characterized by processes ealphasizitk

is
problem,finditg and problem, formulation as well assproblem solving. In con-
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trast to traditional models of planning emphasizing the statement of

goals, the specification of alternatives, and the choice among alterna-

tivea, this model Placed more emphasis on finding and detreloping the

nning problem and on the design process.

Three stages of planning were represented in the platuiing

The first stage, problem finding, was portrayed as dlscovery cycle

where the teacher'goal conceptions,- her ledg and experience, her

notion of the planning dilemma, and the materials available for planning

interacted to produce an initial problem conception worthy of further

explorntiou- The second stage was problem formulation and solution; the

mechanism proposed for car
,

Fig out this process

In this cycle, problem solving was characterized

volving progressive elaboration of plans over ti

tigation, and adaptation were proposed as phEres

was the "design cycle."

as a design process in-

e. Elaboratio inves-

through which plans

were'fotmulated. The thtrd stage of the planning model/involved imple-

mentation of the plan, its evaluation, and its:eventual routinization.

stage empEasizesthe contribution of evaluation and routinization

e teacher's repertoite .of knowledge and'experience, which in turn
=

lay_a_ major-role in-future planning deliberations.
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Teacher Jud ent

Judgment is thought to be bne'of the important cognitive proce

he'mintal life of the teacher. Johnson (1972) defines judgment as the

"assignment of an object to a small number of specified categories" (p. 39).

-Cognitive psychologist e g. Newell, 1968; Johnson, 1955, 1972) locate

gment at the end of a sequence of operations within problem,solving where

is brought to bear in selecting the most promising ives for-

problem solution. This view of judgment follows the jurisprudential model

f collecting evidence on all sides of an issue and weighing the evidence,.

carefully before reaching a conclusion.

-7LWhen is judgment most important in teaching? At this

research-on teacher thinking an elpiricallybased answer to thisAuestion is

not yet available. Various studies-suggas that teacher judgment plays en

important part in predicting student cognitive and.affective-achievement

-1978 Shavelson, Cadwell, & Izu, 1977; Joyce, Ebrine-Dershimer,

Note 8), predicting teachers!uae of Anstruetiondl moves

et il., 1977), teacher plannihi Note 2), eachers recognitiOW6f

effective teaching (Anderson, 1977), and ectinuinetructional Activities

(Clark, Wildfoi & 'finger, Note 9). seems' likely that teacher judge

ortant`in many other contexts as well; the brevity of this list is

to the newness thi_ area cf inyestigation.
_

Researchers to-date have described factors taken into account by teachers-

and the relative weights given to these factors in reaching ajUOgment

the judgment:. pep Gees) . They ,have Also investigated the accuracy of teacher

udgments, particularlY teacher predictions a student achievement'or atti-

_

mattersLudes. liinally,. ethddological questionsydealing with matte_ such as how



teacher's use information of varying reliability and how varying the amount

of information available affects the judgment process or judgmental accuracy

haVe also been explored'.-

Anderson (1977) studied the judgment policies-of 164 high school teachers

whom sheasked to rate 36 different hypothetic0.
desctiptions of teachers on

a 9-point ecalaranging from "a very' poor high school teacher to "an oUt-

standing high school teacher. Each teacher rated one of Six different sets

Of profiles. The sets ware varied in the number of teacher characteristic

(4, 6, or El).included in the profiles. and in the form of presentation of

these characteristics (Verbal statements or numerical values). After rating

the profiles, each teacher was asked to (1) rate tWimpOrtance'of each

teacher characteristic individually on a 9-pOint scale' and (2) rank order

the teacher/characteristics.

The teacher characteristics or "cue used -inn the profiles for thin=

study were selected by; Anderson' on

teacher quality
t
(e.g., Bridges, Ware, & Greenwood, 1971; Isaacson,

the,basis'of previous research concerning

McKeachie, Milholland, Lin Hoefeller, BoetwaAdt, & Zinn, 1964; Rosen_hine

Furst, 1971).--- The cues were:

r-

Homework requirements

2.

11;

Idterest ih individual students

3. Establishment .of _objective

Fairness in grading

Knowledge of subject

6. -Clarity, explanations

7. Encouragement ofclass discussion

Enthusiasm

1 6'
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Anderson found that the teacher characteristics most important in

reaching a judgMent of teacher effectiveness were interest in individual

students, knowledge of subject, and clarity of explanations.. Thecharacr-

teristic least important t© these judgments was hom rk requirements.

- `Teachers who rated verbal profiles were significantly less in

their rating Wan thOse,who rated numerical profiles. ThatJs, the:correla-:

tiona between the level of a particular cue and the rating given that pro-

file by A teacher were more stable when teachers rated numerical profiles.

The number of cues available did not influence the consistency of teacher

en Andergo

their own .j

teachets' tattngs

ith their actual use ofthese cues in making judgme

she found strong agreeme is was especially truer for-cues-considered

to be least important, amely, homework requirements, encouragement of class

discussion' and eatab
ti

most imPortant,Xnever, there were stencies 'etwesn teacher ratings-7

ent of objectives. For the cues considered to be

of cues and .the use ofathese tiles to ju4ge,profiles....Enthusiasm,

xamplel was rated and-rmiked very high, but. when the teachers rated pro-

40a.,

filed,t r characteristi6 such as knowledge-of subject and fairness in

grading we

4-
A

.

ing-indicates that, when making judgments, teachera may base their decisions

=- -

on a policy that isrdifferent from the policY they repott using-

seeeitivitytf

e taken inio acconnt more ongly than enthngiasm --This find

..kstudy by Shavelson et al. (1977) lavestigatedthe

74

ipacher,judgment to:the reliability of infordation received and teacher

willingness to revise initial judgments

for

presented with additional in-
,

ation.- One hundred and sixty-four graduate-students in education (119
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of whom ere teachers) were given information describing Michael, a hypo-

theticalIifth-gradestudent. (=Analysis of the data-indicated that there

ere no differences between teachers.and non-teachers therefore, we will

refer to all participants in this study as, teachers.) Three types of infor-

matibn about the hypothetical student,were provided:, father oecupation,

the student's use of time, and.the student's intelligence. Each teacher

was, presented with one student description containing either positive or

-negative information from either a reliable or unreliable source. After

reading the information

questions that required an exercise of judgment:

about the student, thetsachets esponded to four

1. What is-the probability that Michael will 'g t tly

As and-Bs on his report card?

in:Selecting instructional materials for Michael in

'reading and math at the:beginning:of the semester,
whatAtinds of texts and instructional-aids would 5fou
primarily use?

Fifth-grade level
Fifth grade level-andfor above
Tifth_grade level and-/or below-

,

Suppose that during a math lesson, you ask Michael a

4 questionand he hesitated. 'Would you:
A

a.- Rephrase the same question in order to clarify it?

b. Ask E6similar question that is easier to answer? ',4,

c. Further explain the problem, then tepeat the Same .

question to Michael?
d.; Ask the same,queltion.to anotherstudent

'Answer the question 'yoxirself?

Hoviimportant Is it for Michael,thaiyou make a point of
praising him every time hit 'does good work?

Very importang
'Important

c;: Somewhatkimpatant
d. Somewhat unimportant
e. Not important at-ell
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ter answering these questions the teachers were given additional--

'info ion' that was-again varied systematically as to reliability and -poe -.

This additional information concerned academic
itive or negative valence.

ability, curiosity, and attitUde towards school. The teach

;the e four questions in:.light of this l new information .1:14_

their eirlier'enawcrs-

The major finding of this study was -that teachers

s again answered'

itheut refer--

were sensitive
!!

ability of the information they received and that they 'rev4sed their;

nitial. predictions of student achievement when -presented with additional,

information. These findings contradict those reported'hy fivers

,Kahneman (1974) who reViewed Studies that dkattined:the ways in .which..people

in

assess the probabilities of occurrence' of uncertain even nos 6

unknown quantities. They feund _that people in,general were neither

tive to the reliability of information nor did.they -tend..to

after additional information was- presented.

Conderning the judgment"of which of

lect for the hYpothetical student, the teacher

ability the-teacherts answer Quest

ind

ensi-
-.

evi d-

natrnotion material to

estimate of the stud6t

making this decislion.

ion, 1) was, the majar factor

owever4 after additional information had been given

his, judgment significantly influenced, by the teacher

evised estimate of the Student's ability, by the reliability, and valence

to the teacher,

of e_;_new, information, and by the teacher 'Original esqtate of :,the

student's ability.

The teachers' answers to the q estion abort ins notional ,moves

(questioning and reinforcement ategies) indicated that there was no

systematic relationship 'between he descriptions of the stndent -and, teache
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predictions about their own pedagogical behavior. The authors suggest that

teachers' responses te'these latter two judgment tasks depended on factors

not, measured in the experiment, such as

style or philosophy of teaching.

1 preference :for teaching

Mondol Mote 10) undertook a study to investigate the poseibiiity,

training teachers to modify their jUdgment policies by using a forM of

cognitive feedback-(Hammond, 1971)coupled with training regarding, the

relevance of various information sources. Fifty -four- teacher

were

n training

Asked to judge the likelihood of 108 hypothetical students being in-

structional problems in a classroom setting. -These student descriptions,
, ? .

were developed by presentihg all possible combinations of five descriptive

variables: SES, IQ, gradesr-sex, and comments about stUdent.personality.

For-.each teacher!: judgmenta,/a multiple regression analysis was-conducted
.

which.produceda measure Of,the teacher's jUdgment "policy!' (the relative_

ighta assigned to each vatiAble). '.Teachers.then Participated in

and training sessions in, which their judgmenit-Tolicies and the cue variahles

were discussed. After these sessions, the teachers agin rated-ithe_same

set of student descriptions Op the same qustion.
.--

I

Mondol found aignificant6changes in those:teachers who parti ipated

.
A ,

eidback ions as compared=to -those -teachers-who
- .In the training an

had no training or feedback.' Shefound that the

:hers made fewer deviations from the optima

-ing was directed than did the control,_(noT,feedbackitra

This change in Judgment policy was largely due to a more equal weighting

. .

of the five information sources .by the teachers- eiving.training-And
.-k

feedback. Mondol concluded from this study that cognitive feedback and



training c. _n be successfully used to modify judgment policies of teacher

She further concluded that if optimal weighting patterns can be developed

for *portant teacher judgments, training programa could be deVeloped to
.

facilitate the learning of more effective and efficient de ion_making.

One of the difficulties in designing studies :of teacher judgment'

identifying the cues

teachers will actually use in coming t_

features of the objects to be judged that the

18

One approach to this,

problem involves the researcher selecting eaturea based.oft his or he

interests, prior experience, or review of empirical literature dealing,

with-the phenomena of interest. Another approach involves selection o

cues after informal discussion between the researcher and experience( judges.'

A third approach is represented in a study-by;Clark et al.

Whereit- the researchers attempted_ to Ontify the features of language arts

teaching activities that,influenced teach,-1 er judgment about =the
= .

-and potential usefulness of =these activities.

tart' school teacher examined 'decripti_ cif

Fourteen experienced el

in the area, of .writing taken _cam

vities

vial cafaloi- of language arts,

high, mediumor low in
. activities.. The

Isttractiveness for teaching in their icla ooms. Alter rating-all of th4

act v lea, teachers reexami-ned-eatili-ectiviirr Led high

the featUres hat contributed. to their judgment of the activitiy"s

ettractivenes The teachers' then repeated this yrocedUre' fór the activi.

ated-low -in attractiveness.

ify the important featuresithatAnfluencad the judgments

this group.tof, teadhers, the'' following prodedure .wan used:



Each:activity featUreidentified by the teachers was

tYpedon.a 3 x 5 card; 407 of these statements-were

produded:

2. Two of the researchers independently categorized.. each

of the 407 teacher statements.

The two researchers compared their categorizations of the

teacher stateMents,c1arified-their own policiesfor

categorization, and negotiated a final set of 13 eate-

gories into which-al1L407 teacher statements could be

sorted.

The features of the language arts activities fden i led .b the teachers

s fluential in-their judgment are listed in the table below. These

features have-been grouped under four headings: features of actives
that-relate to students, the Subject matter, the teacher; and the lea

environment.

Table:

Features of Language Arta Activities - Identified.

as Influences on Teacher Jildgment

Feature Category

STUD V
ivation and Involvement

Cognitive Outcomes,
Alf ective 0ut comes

CT .MATTER AND-MATERIALS
Difficulty;'
Fit BetWeen Rurpose and Process

fulness_-,
Tangible Pro

lafi:
.

tegtation

AINEVISXREALS.

104_,

67

44

68
35
lq
15--
11
6

-t------

F with Style
11

ndr-on-Teacher
8: .

Benefit for. Teacher
-31

0 T
Fit with Behavioi-Settin

g



In this judgment exerc the'teachers most frequently mentioned
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r4ctivity,features that-were related to student behavior. Student motivation

and involvement was mentioned most frequently'as a basis-for accepting or

rejecting a language arts-activity; followed by features of activities

th9light to 'influence cognitive or affective Student outcome

the subjectmatter category of activity features identified by

teachers, the feature singled aut.most frequently was th
N.Nr

culty of the activitr for that teacher' class This feature's ftequency

of mention,was probably inflated due to the fact that the language arts

activities

__our

ere intended for stuaent in the upper elementary-grades, while

the .teachers taught primarygrade students.

Half of the activity features that relate _to the teacher were

h the match between the aqtivity desc

how-comfortable he or she would be in

ng features in this category had-_

e-to,aet up, manage, and evaluate

pfion and theteache

concerne

predictitin.

executing this ac ivity. The re;-

-

do with how difficult the activity,-

and whether the activity proVi

enefit to the teacher in addition to_its stated purpose.

Thefinal cAttgpry of-features identified had to do,with how-well that

activity_seemedto fit into -the particular classroo organization in which

the= teacher was working. For example, some aCtiyities-wete-juaked-to-be-

___particulArlyappropriate for use, in learning centers.

An Amalysie of the teacher ..comments concerning the four

-tad highest by all teachers d -ithe---five---activities-ratedThlowest--indicate

be_activity feature contributing moststrongly to positive teacher

_dgments student motivatioh and involvement; The second most frequent-,

inflUence on positivq-teachex atings"was difficulty level of the activity-
.
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The third feature .contributing to positive teacher judgments was the fit

between,the,stated purpose of the activity and the process of teaching

involved in the activity.' That is, activities rated highest by the teachers

were those high on student motivation and involvement, low in difficulty,

and t )se that were perceived as good ways to teach the content.. In the

case of the five activities rated lowest,- the most powerful-influence
- .

identified by the teachers was the difficulty of the activity for-Students.

The second feature that influenced teachers to eject these activities, was

the amount of demand that the activity placed on the teacher. That is, ac-

tivities were as unattractive if they were seen as too difficult for

the students or top demanding for the teacher.,

x.'(1978)
studied the judgment that.. teachers exercise when they

predict cognitive and affective

teachers taught a series of three soci

=

-h school students in a-labor

.met these Students before the teaching episodes began.

Student achievement. Twelve experienced

tudies lessons to groiipsTo

The teachers had not .-

After each ofithe

the rank-order,_:

an-- attitude in:-

three 50minute lessons, the. teachers madi predictions of

of their students on both a cognitive achievement test and

ventory to be administered immediately After the third

----.777-----
--In-additionthiteac51674=asked to descrIbe-the-Atudent.behavior

-------- ____ -

othe ___CtleB that they used in making predictions abouteach-student.-___ .

_
__ ,

found that these teachers were not specific-about the behavidiral:

cue on which they based their jUdgments about future achievement and
_

attitudes The. most frequently Mentioned cue was "student participation,

hetegchers did not 'identify observable 'behaviors from which they

ferred student participation.
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Marx also found that rigressio elustions using the behavioral cues

identified b7 teachers as.entering into their judgments were not good

. I

:predictors of actual student achievement and attitude inventory-results.

The data on one of the12 teachers studied suggests that teacher judgments about

student.attitudes may be more, accurate than teacher judgments about cognitiVe

achievement. For this teacher, the correlation between predicted student-

performance on the attitude inventory and thwattual student performance on

the attitude-toward-self scale was .72. For all teadhers combined, the

median correlation between teacher predictions and student outcomes

for achievement and .35 for attitude - toward '-self.:

Another study of teacher judgments of students was conducted by Joyce

aF. (Note-8),-:--Ten-teachers in the same eleMentary school performed.a

pupil sort '`activity In which theyvere asked to sort cards-containing the

names of each of their pupils into two or more categories.- The teachero

were ihen asked to describe the basis on -which pupils were ass

these` different categairits. This procedure

the teachers could think of no

r

This pupil sort technique wastheiT-Trtudents.

school yea.

gned

as repe ed several times !-

more categories into

in September
.

nuary, March, and ''June,

bases

the end of the

hich to sort

used ffve times during the

first day -bf school) ; November'

-

The categories that were most frequently uted.by teachers in sorting

-students were student personality and student involvement.: Other

for pupil sortswere (in order-of-frequency) Student ability and

achievement .. peer ielationships,

and

as a

tUdent growth and progress.

basis for theepupil sort is

student performance in

The high frequency of

ith Marx'sconsistent

a fierticular3 activity

student involvement-.

findings cited above
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and with' the findings in the Clark et a (Note study.

An additional procedure used in the'Joyce et 41. study was to ask the

eaokers*to predict student end:-of-year reading achievement. The teaches

made these predictions

and-once in November

-ice,. once at the end of the -first day of saibo
E

e`most striking finding from this part of the ,

study was that teacher predictiona of readipvspccess did not differ

stantially between,,September and November, even though the teachers pA

ably had much more information 4bout their

months of expert nce and the availability of A:Ilene

based onithree

This remarkable Stability of teacher judgments
4

reading test resul

contrasts with-findings of

Shavelson et al. (1977) in which tteachers did change

additional information was made-available.

In predicting end-of-yea- gading achievement, teacherks were

Er.,,curate their predictions o which 'students would be most

'Teachers were less .accurate in discriminating between stUdents6 to

make average and those who- would make helcat average pregress.
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Teacher Interactive Decision Makin

Interactive decision making refers-to.those decisions made during the

act of-teaching. The teacher is seen as a decision maker who is constantly

assessing the situation,
protessing,inftrMation about the situation, making

detisionS wbout what to do next, guiding action:on the basis of these deci-

-ions, and observing the effects of these actions on students. The funda-

mental question nderlying-this work-is, "What fraction of teething is re-

flective and why fraction is reactive?" It is the anatomy of the reflec-

,

age portion or teaching'that in interesting'to revlarchers, on teethe inter-

active decisibn making.

_

1____Ail- studies-ofteathir interactive decision making depend on the

teacher's:self-report of the decision made. The most common method of ob-

.

taining these.self-report data is $nme variation of 'A procedure in which a

yideotape of the teacher's teaching performance is replayed to Stimulate

recall of the teaching Situation-. In some studio only short segments of ,

the "videotape are replayed (-,g., Clark G Peterson, Note 4), while in others

the entire videotape is replayed e.g.; Morine & Vallancei,Note5). In the-.

latter case,- the videotape may be stopped by the teacher when he'orahe

- embers having made adecision, or.thb reseatcher may control the identk-

cation of "critical incidents. In most cages; a standard det of qUestions-

sinter-
.

asked ot thbAteacher ere the viewing.ofaath Videotape' egmerk of '

,
, '

k

teacher's. responses to these question are audiotaped and subse-
,

quently destribed either)aynse f.a
1-

codineilystem and frequency counts, by

-a narrative process description or both:

The earliest study of teacher interactive decision makinl,is reported

b 'Clark and Joyce (Note 1), MarxandPete son (1975), -eClark and Peterson

(Nbte 4). Twelve experienced teachers taught' svhial studigs unit tojhree
.
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a previous study (Berliner, Note 11) as more effective-and less effective.

Three ma3 r types of decisi ns were identified: (1) interchanges (decisions

relating to instantaneous verbal-interaction), (2) planned activities (inter-
,

active decisions directly related to preactive decisions), apd (3) unplanned

activities (decisions to include an activity not originally part of the

lesson plan). In general, the researchers found that nearly all of the

decisions Coeld be categorized as either interchange or planned decisions

(approximately 48% in each category) and that there Baas only slight grade

level Variation in this pattern.

When responses of more and less effective teachers were compared,.no

significant differences were found. A general pattern observed in. all

teacher responses was that teachers focused more'on the instructional

process than on student- - characteristics or behavior when commenting on-the

substance (focus) of their decisions. When the considerations and bases for

F

-the teachers' decisions were tefer ed to, however, the focus changed. In

e instances, student characteristics were more praminpht than instruc-

tional process considerations. Additional findings in the study were that

few decision .alternatives were mentioned by the feachers ,and that references

to cognitive aipects of the lesson were more frequent than references to

affective aspec:s.

Marland (Note 12) studied the interactive thoughts o six volunteer

teachers from two schoo1s, two each at the first, third, and sixthgrade
t

levels. Each teacher .participated in two stimulated recall sessions; video-

tapes of language arts and _thematics lessons were used, for the teachers

f firSt and third grades, and two language arts lessons were used with the
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sixth-grade teachers.

Marland analyzed the transcripts ofstimulated recall interviews using

two different category systems; the first analysis a category system devel-

pped-by Harland himself. Each "thought unit" was judged ,to be in one of

11 categories: perceptions, interpretations, prospective tactical delib-

erations, retrospective tactical deliberations, reflections, anticipations,

information- pupil, information- other, goal statements, fantasies, and feelings.

For the second analysis, Marland examined the transcripts for instances

of psychologically meaningful events including: decisions, forfeit deciedons,

deliberate acts, impulsive
_

cognitive linking, field detachment, ex-

ternality, Internality, principles, beliefs, rules, casellstories, and

instances of accurate br inaccurate recall by teachers.

Marland's results are summarized below under three - headings: Content

of Teachers' Interactive ThoUghts; Fun- ion:of Teachers' Interactive

Thought Individual'Differences in Teachers' Interactive Thoughts.

Content of Teachers' Interactive'Thou hts

The'teachers studied by Marl/and reported thinking ;about topicsAnd

events in the present, past, anCluture. Present events included student

behavior, teachers' interpretations of=student behavior, and the teachers'

own affective states. Teachers' thoughts About the past included reflections

on past event in a lesson and retrieval from memory of factual information-

thought to be useful iii a lesson, such as persenalinformation about par--

ticular students, curriculum content, principles of teaching, and beliefs

about children. Teachers' thoughtsabou_ the future included tactica to

be ua d next, predictions tsualizations of directions the lesson might'

take, expectations for student behavior, and student learning objectives.
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Interactive thoughts moat frequently reported by teachers were prospe Ave

to _ical deliberations (20.3%), reflections (18.8%) percopriors (15.6%),

interpretations (11.9%), and anticipations (8.7%). Interactive thoughts

concerning irliormrtion-pupil, information-other, and feelirg accounted

for 5 to 10% of the thoughts reported. Relatively few thoughts were reported

in the remaining categories of tactical deliberation

statement, and fantasy.

The Function Teachers' interactive Thou s

rospective, goal

Marland's data on the functions of teachers' interactive thoughts in-

dicate that four functions account for the major y of the cases: (1) cor-

recting or adjusting the lesson when it is not going smoothly, (2) dealing

with part-:-of the lesson-that are unpredictable in principle (e.g., prompt-

ing _ student who gives a partial answer), (3) regulating own behavior by

reference to certain principle's of teaching, and (4) adaptinginstruction

to indlvi ual students. Conspicuous by their absence from the teachers'

protocols were four other possible functions of teachers' interactive thoughts:

teacher self-monitoring, checking of the accuracy of teacher interpretatons

_ student behavior, consideration of alternative teaching tactics, and

optimization Of instruction. Teachers rarely gave any consideration

their own teaching Style its effectiveness, and impact on students. They

tended to operate on the basis of hunches and:intuitieha-abeut student cog-

nitive and affectiv states rather than t eatingfirst impressiohs las hypo-

theses to be tested by further observation or direct questions. Teachers

did think abolt tactical moves to be made in a lesson, but usually without

considering alternetives. Finally, the teachers tended not to think about

improving an. instructional situation except when as going poorly.,



IndividualA)iffer- _es and Teachers' Interactive Thoughts

An intriguing relationship between the teacher individual difference

measure and teachers' self-reports of interactive thoughts was that one

teacher (characterized as having an

to making adjustments

abstract belief system) wf.s more open

expectations held for students compared to the

remaining five teachers (all of whom were characterized as having concrete

belief.systems). There were no other systematic relationships between

teacher information proc slug and teacher presage and contextual variables.



Teachers' Implicit Theories

Because much of the judgment and decision making that teachers exercise

follows from interpretations of their experiences, it is important to study how

teachers make sense of their world. The study of teacher thinking islbased

impart QA the assumption that, in creating a problem space, the teacher

refers to a personal perspective (Janeick, Note 13),-an implicit theory

CBnOw, 1979), conceptual system (Puffy, Note 14), or belief systet (Brophy

& Good, 1974)-about teaching and learning. Thus, the teacher defines'such

things as the elements -f the classroom situation that are most important,

the relationships among them, and the order, inwhich they should be con=

sidered. , (Among researchers, these various ways of characterizing teachers'

onceptuaIbases carry slightly different meanings.)` For the purpose of

this review we have chosen to use the expression "teachers' implicit theories"

to refer to this collection of research, and several different research

approaches will be discussed.

Janesick (Note 13) used an ethnographic approach (Wilson, 1977) tci derive,

describe, and validate the description .pf t a perspective of a single sixth-
,

grade teacher in whose classroom she became a participant-observer for

seven months. Ext6sive field notes based on classroom observations and

teacher interviews,'were analysed weekly to Build and define a description

f the teacher's perspective According to Janesick, a perspective'is a

reflective, socially-derived'interpretation of-that which the teacher,en7

counter64--this interpretation then serves as a basis for the actions he or

she constructs. It. is a combination of beliefs and behavior continually

modified by social interaction that enables the teacher to.make'sense of

d

his or her world, interpret it, and act rationally within it.
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Janesick found that the perspective of the teacher sheeetudied could,

be characterized by his concern for creating a stable and cohesive group

and maintaining that group. The teacher Made plans and interpreted events

in terms of their impact on the 'groupness", of,the class. Most classroom

activities were group activities; the teacher considered himself to be the

leader of the group and defined his role accordingly' He modeled and em-

t

phasi2ed cooperation and respect for other group members and he designed

_activities that generated a high level group consensus.

A more focused approach to studying teachers' implicit theories has

been taken in the subject ma area f reading. Duffy (Note 14) ea

his colleagues had approkimately 350 teachers-engage in a Proposition Sort

exercise in which they sorted 36 propositions abo'ut reading and reading

'instruction into five categories
ranging-frome"most like me" to "least like:

me." These propositions were drawn from an analysis of the literature on

reading. The analysis revealed five major conceptions of reading: basal

-text, linear skills, natural language, interest, and integrated whole.

An additional category of confused/frustrated was added and ale( propositions

consistent with each of these conceptions of reading were generated.

From among the 350 teacherelwho compreted the Proposition Sort e?cer-.

cise, 37 teacheri -anifeeted clea- and steongly-held belief systems about

reading A variation of Kelly's Role Concept Repertory Test _.(REP Test)

was then administered to these teachers in order to refine and specify more

clearly heir conceptions of reading.

In the second phase of this study, eight teachers who evidenced strong

belief patterns on the proposition sort exercise and the REP Teat' were

observed teaching up 10 different Occasicets. Ethnographic field-h es and
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post-observation interviews were Used to determine the extent to which the

teachers' instructional behavior refleCted their conceptions of reading. It

was found that:

Only four teachers consistently employed practices which
directly reflected their beliefs; these included two teachers
who,:had structured beliefs (basal/linear!skills), a
teacher who had an eclectic view, and one of the teachers
having an unstructured belief system (natural language/ ,

interest/integrated whole). Of those whose practices
Ad not reflect their beliefs, two of the teachers having
strong unstructured belief systems were found to be
smuggling elements of unstructured practices into ant
administratively-imposed program reflecting a structured,
view. Two other teachers holding unstructured-views,
however, did not consistently reflect their beliefs; one
f theteacherd employed practices which, to a large degree,

were counter to the unstructured belief system she espoused,
while a second teacher operationalized unstrUctured'beliefs
only some of the time with some pupils and some activities.
(Duffy, Note 14 pp. 780)

In the study by Marland (Note ) described in-the section onsteacher

interactive decision making, one of the analyses of the stimulated recall
,

protocols indicated that teacherS referred to certain principles of teaching

when explaining their classroom behavior. These principles of teaching appear-
,

to serve he,-Same functiolyas.whatwe have,Called itplic# theories.

Marland's data yielded five principleS of teaching that seemed to'profoundly

influence teacher behavior or were mentioned by at least two of the six
,

teachers studied: the principle of'compensation-the principleof strategic.

leniency, the principle of power sharing, the principle of progressive

checking, and the principle of suppressing emotions.
7

The principle of compensation represents an attempt on the part of the-

teacher to discriminate ln favor of-the shy, the introverted, the low ability

group; and the culturally impoverished. Two of the four teachers who applied
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this principle were grade one teachers; this -- principle figured less promin-

ently in the explantions of teachers of higher grades.

The principle of strategic leniency is a variation of the principle of

compensation. Strategic leniency refets to a teacher's tendency to ignore

infractions of classroom rules by children who the teacher regards as

needing special attention.

The principle of-power sharing involved the teacher using the informs

peer power structure to influence students. In this way, the teacher was

seen as sharing both responsibility and authority.with certain etudents.

That is, the teacher would selectively reinforce the.good behavior of stu-

dents shs. perceived as class leaders in order to use their influence

on their peers as an in qment for classroom management.

The principle of progressive checkihg involved periodically checking

progreds, identifying problems, and providing encouragement. for lam ability-

group students during seat work. In addition to the dire_: assistance pro-
,

vided during this checking, the teacher who utilized, this principle also

reasoned that she was providing stimulus variation for students with short

attention spans.

The principle-of suppressing emotions was derived from teacher reports

Chat they conscidusly suppressed_the emotional feelings that they were

experiencing while teaching. This principle was evoked because orthe belief

that, if they expressed their feelings and emotions, it-might overly excite

the students and encourage them to express their own feelings and em- ns,

thus creating a management problem".

A fourth apprOach to characterizing teachers' implicit theories involves

=

the use of the clinical interview. Bussis et al. (1976) interviewed 60
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elementary School:. teachers a who were attempting to implement open or info- 1

approathee to instruction. The objective of the study was tb investigate

understandings and perceptions regarding curriculum children- and the

working environment. L-ch teacher was interviewed for approximately. two

and, one-half hours. 7t'anscrintions of the interviews were coded using a-

coding system develop for this purpose.

To interpret the teachers' 'understanding df curriculum, the researchers

grouped the teachers into four groups that were characterized by- different

' "curriculum construct systems." Group one,- which included 12% of the

teachers, was characterized as having "grade-level,facts and skills".as a

dominant priority; there was also little evidence of experiemeht or change

in the curriculum. Group two (comprising 22r f the teachers) -also exhib-

lted "grade -level,facts and skills" ad a dominant priority,.but there was

much more evidence of-change in their experimehtation with the curriculum.

Whereas the curriculum construct systems of the teachers in group one

appeared be firmly set, the construct 00. in group two seemed to be

,1e6s "established and there was more emphasis on student involvement. For

0-

group three (39%), "graderlevei facts and skills" was an expressed prioritty,,-

but hot the dominant one. Broader priorities dominated, and there was more

evidenceOf A. potentially rich curriculum. Group four, comprislng 25% of

the teachers showed little evidence Of preoccupation with."giade-leVel Ippts

and skills" and was oriented-toward more comprehensive priorities.

,

Findings about teachers' understandings of children were summarized

under threeJleadings: Children-4S Needs and Feelings, Interests and Choice,

and Reciprocity in Social-Interaction. They grouped the teacheis_into four

ientations on, the question of children's emotional needs and feelings:



Needs and feelings are only,remotely perceived and
lac%

B. Needs and feelings are perceived as real and their ex,

preSsion as desirable, but they are also seen ,to be in

conflict with learning (15% of the teachers).

The expression o needs and feelings is seen as a

necessary eonteyf for learning (32% of the teachers).

D. The expression of needs and feelings-isi.seen as integral

to and inseparable from the learning ptocess (337 of the

t,:!achers).

_ ,
In analyzing teacher responses to question about student --:ester

and student choice, Bussis et.ral. again grouped-teachers_according to=.. F

four orientations Orientation A ceachers (20%) did'not talk mud). about

-Children's interests
or.eh4eeb: 'These teachers tended to use sex-role

stereotypes in the few-cases in which they did discuss interests ( S.,

=boys are interested in

47

science). Student choice was very limited.

Teachers in orientation B"(30%) believed that worthwhile learning

did occur when children pursued their interests, but stuent choice was

only permitted within elective areas of the urricultta and not within the

cote subject matters. Student interest was seen as synonytous with enjoy-
_

merit. Choice was Seen as process of selection from among a few opportun-

ices presented by tue teacher. As it those oriented toward group A,

these teachers thought about interests and choice in terms of group

Peusitiea.4(e.g.1 the interests of fifth-grade boys) rather than as-individ,

ual traits or states.

Orientation.:_C teachers (22%) d red' from Orlentation B teachers

that _they thought about intere s and choice in terms of indivldual patterns

,

her than group propensities and they were concerned with.:Anterest and

choice in the tore.cur- culum areas of reading and_ mathematics as well as
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the eletive areas. They saga student interests as manipulatable

teacher and easily influenced by factors external to the student such as

peer pressure or the attractiveness of materials. They accepted the expres-

sio of student interest at face value without probing to discover thd

meaning of a particular expression of interest. Student choice was seen

both_as a process of selection from among alternatives and an opportunity

for the'student to exercise responsibility to follow through on his or her

choice.

Orientation D teachers (28%) assumed that-interest is a quality of all

children and that there is continuity and strength in this interest. Teacher

Observation and inquiry were seen as means of bringing-out student intere

Their perceived responsibility wLs not to crea
a

e interest b4t to identify

the interests already held by students. ,Interests were not thought of -.as

needs to be satisfied, but rather as useful starting points for investigations

into all parts of the curriculum. Extendihg interests beyond their initial

expressionwasancimportantlearning.obJective
for these teachers. Their'

notion of student choice was of a continuing process of children eValuatigg

the directions in which pursuit -of their interests were taking them. These

teacher believe.it is important to help-the student_focus on the skill- of

making good choices in the process of extending his or/her interests`,

ing'the choice of not extending a particular interest.

Finally, Bussis et al. grouped teachers into four orientations with
,

regard to their beliefs about the role of docialinteraction among ch

Orientation A teachers (18%) reported that interaction among students -as

. generally not significant for learning. Orientation B teachers -(5%) a

children's social ireCeragtion as potentially*ihterfering with learning.



3.7

eb 4,-34-;0=saw-chl-
-1P1 interaction as a process

children instructingone another as peer tutors) or as a process

of learning socially accepted norms for behavior= Orientation D teachers

(40%) perceived interaction as a process of children learning from one

another in. both the cognitive and socialLemotional.domains.

Based on the categorization of the teachers' responses to the working

environment section of the interview, the researchers rated the teachers on

the complexity of their views about other adult roles in institutional poll-
__

cies and the initiative they seemed to be taking'in the development work-

ing relationships. They found that,i.n most every 'School the aides and

parents were much more saliontin the teachers' thinking than were the prin-

cipal and school. Raeings of initiative for the development of working re-

lationshipt was highest for aides and parents and lowest for'Sehool adminis-

trators, with ratings for the development of a. working relationship with

other teachers fall somewhere in between. A comparison of the teachers'

view of the adult-as-rasource and the childas-resouroe suggested what the

,researchers refer to as a pyschological consistency in, thinkin about adults
, --

and children. For example, -:eachers who saw to resource value in children

also had low mean ratings on development of working relationships with,other,:

adults, and the majority of teachers who SAW high resource value in coil-

dreg also gavea high rating to developm6nt of adult resources:- Bussis et.

al. concluded from these findings that construct systems regarding the devel-:

.--

opmentof human resources embrace both beliefs about children-andbeliefs



Conclusions

The studies reviewed in this chapter are in the vanguard of the approach

to research -on teaching that_ emphasizes teacher thinking. Many of these

studies raise- o e-questions about method and substance than they a

yet we have made some progress in learning about the mental lives of teachers.
,

On the topic of teacher planning, the available literature. suggests that

teachers do not seem to follow the "rational model" that is often prescribed

in teacher training and curriculum planning. .111 particular, the teach

studied neither began nor guided their planning in relation to clearly

specified objectives or goals.'. Rather, teacher planning seems to begin with

the, content to be taught and considerations about the setting in which

teaching will take place. The focus then shifts to student involvement=7as'

a process objective. The activity, tether than tire objective,: seems to'be.'

the unit of planning. Yinger's model (Note 2) further proposes that plan-

ning-is the progressive elaboration of a major Idea, in contrast to the

development of a number of alternatives and the selection of-the optimum

alternative from this set,:

,Research on t- cher:planning should focus on more representative field

studies of the planning processPto complement description and analysi

I
teacher planning in. highly controlled lat'oratory settings. Beyond thiS%

there Is a need for research on the psychology of planning, as well as de-
.

scription of the process. At this time we know very little about why teachers,

h experietce, 'and whether
plan, eachii planning behavior changes

,

individual diffetence variables influence the quantity and'style of teach

planning. Finally, there is eneed for research on theteIationship b een,

planning and :subsequent action. This, lasts:question--is perhap4-the most
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,premisireg point of_ contact between researe

39'

teachev thinxing and teaching

effectivenese. It is herethat the outcomes, o planning,- both- in terma-of

organizing, aseroominteraetion fo the teacher and in influencing student

involve
-

and learning can be seen,

The findings ,about teacher judgment are le clear-tut than these about_ _

--teacher planning. Thesmalk-number of-teacher judgtent studies yield zesults

that 'are often' very rich in the information they ptoVide abouts speFifit. judg-

ment task but the uniqueness of these tasks prevents us from making general

statements about teacher judgment-. Thestddie

here involve teachers making judgments about _

teacher judgment reViewed_

ents; (Honda,' note-1N

Shavelson 1977 .and Joyce et al.; Note 43Lteachets (404erson, 1977),

and materials (Clark et a Note '9 The evidence is-mixed on the extent

to which' teachers' judgments are flexible and responsive to new infofmation.

_

It de clear that =teachers vary in the accuracy of their predictions of

studentlachievement andthe weights that they-assign to_faatorsthat influence
5

>,

Mondol's study suggests that training can be used to- change:their jud
..t

teachers' -ent policie

For future research on teacher judgment
--0-

o be- Useful in,policy and trai

in detisiors, a geatertlnumber and variety of studies is

teacherof judgOpnts about tudet currieultim materials and other-impor

qui _edt.-- studies ,

tent aspects of the- cies
, t

studies -is availeble,

_the_judgment process In

room

will

each

environment. e a suffl4

be able to make more genera
1

f these domains -and suggest

affective judgment t strategies in these areas'..t

The stu

aseri6d-of--4-efinditients

eat nUmber of such

statements.,about

_ere, systematic

1---

of teacher interactive decision mgkiri. rev ewed-here-reflect.

he method of -collet
_

-.data about sqth



Ia

The method of conducting stimulated recall int _views has changed from-using

very Short randomly-selected videotaped -1-ments.pnd asking a standatd set

questions about,- each segment to reviewing a-videotape in its enti ety

nil giving the teacher control over when to atop the tape and what kinds

Mental processes a. focus-on. Another trend'rhas been to move frowthe lab-

oratory situation to the real classroom: Botkof-these aevelopmente,have

made the problems of data reducLion and analysis more-ch4lenging- but have

also inckeasid the representativeness of the situations under

w findings. available indicate that teacher.intersetive decision

making occurs primarily at times when there arb'tinterruptions

study.

he ,ongoini

onal proce a by students. The teachers studied seem to-

toring student involvement as their primary.index of smoothness

tractional process. When interruptions occurredo teachers

s

considered alternatives but hardly ever implemeTtted those.altdrnatives That

of the in

eess

fer varic

n_mid-sere

easons, teach

even when it

The literature .0 eac

=

tend not to change the instructional pro,

gaina.poor_

licit the es s more 'e =lee

'Othe material reviewed in the chapter'. , There

sendus, -but.-the' common thread, in these studies

thi
4--- 4

ing and teacher=Bhavior are guided by a

c than the:,

to le con-

-the belief t teacher

set organiced.belief

app

Operating-undonsciously. The study-by Duffy (Note 14)
,

ion between a teacher '..s implicit theory and his

velY loose one, mediated by-eircumstinces such

7=,

nfluenCe and student characteristic

. .

suggests-that the

or h-. behavior is.

as

ore research is

relationship between teacher implicit theor e

formation processing, and-behavior.
4

en'

ana-teacher--



Researchers on reacher thinking have made-a promising start

Understanding thexeasons why teachers behave a. they do, underseand--

4
should, grow and dsvelop admore research of this kind is done; -themos

t6.*_

ng. possibility 1- that-research'on teacher thinking May unite the

concerns of researchers "on instruction and behavior'with'those t iofhthnse o

in

ex

researchers; on curricUlum'and Materials

in
-

the minds of teachers as they make thiplans

n
All'Of these concerns_ccimetogethei"

judgment and decisions

that guide their behavior. Indeed the xhinking tear ers may be the

strategic.' itetbat yields the _first -pt cal-the-et-T:9 n_ ruc-
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